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UIC - A long history
at the service of member railways
and international railway cooperation
1921 Intergovernmental (diplomatic) conference in
Portoroz, Slovenia

1922 Intergovernmental conference in Genoa, Italy
October 1922 Constitutive Assembly of UIC (Paris): UIC
Statutes adopted by 51 Railway administrations from 29
countries (Europe, Asia)

2015 240 Member railways on 5 continents

The UIC today
 240 Members in 95 countries
 3,000 billion passenger kilometers
 10,000 billion ton-kilometers
 1 million kilometers of lines
 7 million rail personnel
 Cooperation with over 100 institutions
 700 UIC Leaflets ( IRS - International Railway Standards)
 85 congresses, conferences, workshops
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The UIC mission
Promoting the development of rail transport at world level,
in order to meet challenges of mobility and sustainable Development
Key Challenges in terms of
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A strategic vision for the rail
development in every region of
the world
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Synergies developed by UIC with leading institutions
UIC
Consultative status to UN,
ECOSOC
UIC DG Member of HL- Adv
Group
to UN SG on Sustainable
Transport

ECO
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The UIC Global Rail Research Portal
Linked to RSSB SPARK Research data base

www.railway-research-org
UIC Global Rail Research & Innovation Awards
ECO

http://uic-innovation-awards.org

Deadline for submission 1 September 2016
Awards Ceremony 30 November 2016 St-Petersburg

www.uic.org
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The RICG
• Exchange platform to coordinate a common approach for

the ROC in terms of R&D&I
• Defining « headlines » - focus on business and operation
• Political content is a side track which should support activities
• Optimizing resources (who is doing what)

• « The » place where the railways describe the future
• Looking for potential partners
• Looking for funds (EU and National)
• Looking for a link which underline the importance/necessity
of railways in the future
• Agreement on a specific platform where we exchange ideas
Basel, 8 Sepember 2016
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UIC / RAE
liaison

INFORMATION TASK:
DIGITALISATION
Lead: Christophe
Chéron, SNCF
• Content
• Structure
• Planning ahead

•
•
•

Exchange of
general info.
Coordination &
preparation of
project proposals
Identify common
project ideas

•
•

Developed by RICG SG
members;
Lead: Ulrich Meuser,
Deutsche Bahn

RICG
SC

•

WG Vision
& Strategy

•

WG Common
Collaboration

WG Liaison

Developed by RICG SG
members;
Lead Johan Jonsson,
Trafikverket

S2R
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identify needs,
via UIC
Technical groups
formulate vision
/ strategy

S2R User +
Implementatio
n Group

liaison w. CER,
EIM, ERRAC &
IRRB
influence EC
calls, S2R2 incl.

Devoloped by RICG SG
members;
Lead: Jurgen Maier,
BLS

a.
b.

a.

Feeding RICG priorities into UIC
European work programme
Feedback on progress and
outcomes of UIC projects

Interfacing on
worldwide R&I issues
to ensure a
cooperation with key
research bodies from
outside Europe

National
National
National
National
a.
b.

Feeding national
programmes
Identifying interesting
issues for Europeans

RAE

RICG

a.
b.

c.

Others
a. Coordinating
R&I priorities
b. Supporting ROCled consortia for
calls
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a.

b.

Providing
common
needs and
vision
Feedback on
evolutions

a.
b.
c.

Monitoring
developments
Coordination of
research needs and
priorities
Supporting
initiatives

Collecting feedback from
developments
Coordinating ROC reaction to
them
Act as a vehicle for (counter)
proposals

Funding
source
South-East Europe Strategic Alliance for Rail
Innovation (SEESARI)

Development
vehicle

• Research and innovation alliance for Southeast Europe
born in January 2016

• Activities currently in development
• Focusses on regional development of railways
• Broad participation of the sector (operators, suppliers,
etc.) and of third parties (public authorities, investors,

banks, etc.)
Basel, 8 September 2016
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UIC internal projects

UIC internal projects

ERRAC
 Vision and targets (2050)
 the rail share of both the freight and
passenger markets will double
 the rail freight and passenger market
volumes will more than triple as
compared with 2000

 Guiding rail research and innovation
efforts for Horizon 2020 and beyond

 Based on a sound Rail Business
Scenario

The SRRIA

Challenge:
The “Customers” concept
Among the many drivers for technical innovation, the customer experience
becomes one of the major strategic aims.
CUSTOMERS
The concept encompassing all the major challenges the railway sector is facing is
summarised as follows:

C. Capacity
U. User
S. Safe and Secure
T. Technological breakthrough & competitiveness of the rail sector
O. Optimised design and operations/connectivity/interoperability
M. Maximised value for money leading to modal shift
E. Efficient & environmentally sustainable
R. Reliable & resilient
S. Skills

Main structure
The SRRIA sets out research and innovation priorities structured around

10 themes, divided over 3 areas:


The first area addresses the attractiveness of rail and public transports and the future
demand that the rail sector aims to offer + strategy & economic issues.


The second area includes three critical themes within a sector-wide framework


The third area refers to well established asset related themes

The new ERRAC Roadmap will closely follow this structure

Note: The SRRIA is broader than S2R which covers mainly the third area

The 3 areas in detail



Attractiveness of rail and public transport
 Customer experience
 strategy and economics



A whole system approach
 Capacity, performance and competitiveness
 Energy and environment
 Safety (including certification) and security



Assets
 Control, command, communication and signalling
 Infrastructure
 Rolling stock
 IT and other enabling technologies
 Training and education
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Huge Rail Investments in SEE Countries needed
 One single “Future European Railway System”
EC map of the TEN – T Corridors

NB: South Eastern Europe – Blank!
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1. The idea to set up the Innovation Alliance South East Europe for
Railways was presented in Belgrade in October 2014 at SEE conference – the
audience showed strong support
2. The concept was developed to update, link and innovate the
transportation networks in South Eastern Europe (SEE) with a specific
focus on rail, cooperate with and involving all stakeholders
3. The SEESARI PPP project was initiated in order to identify the needs and
priorities and to develop and implement the innovative solutions for the
South East European Railway System as part of the Future European Railway
System.
4. This development would most possibly lead to provision of increased
financing conditions for research, innovation and implementation that will
help to develop the SEEA
5. The official kick-off meeting – involving 70 stakeholders from 14
countries – was hosted by the Serbian Railways in Belgrade on 27 January 2016.
An MOU was signed by the DG of the Serbian Railways, the DG of the UIC and the
Director of the Slovenian railways transport research institute, Dr. Peter Verlic
(SEESARI Chairman).
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UIC Mission
Strong railway net- work
& potential.
Strategic North-South link
between Europe, Middle
East and Asia through
Turkey
Available knowledge

Neglected infra- structure
maintenance
Outdated rolling stock
Lack of funding
No cross-border
cooperation & planning

Will to cooperate
To develop Rail into the
transport system back-bone
Connect harbors & airports
Common planning
Common procurement
Lower costs
Stronger economy
Potential CEF funds

Isolation in Europe
Weaker economy
Role of rail down
Role of road up
Unemployment
Congestion
High costs

The SEESARI PPP Project for South East Europe

Website under development – www.seesari.org

For more information please contact:
Dr. Peter verlic – chairman - peter.verlic@prometni-institut.si
Dennis Schut – secretariat – schut@uic.org
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Thank you for your attention
Information

Dennis Schut - schut@uic.org
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